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A drive to north Bristol and the weather didn’t look good.  When I 
asked for match commentators everyone took a big step backwards.  
Still, at least the weather held. 
 
First up were the Yellow Team - The line up was: 
 

Aaron 
 

Zac     Tom 
    

Jordan     Max     Dan 
     

Josef    
 

Rolling Subs: Sam B & Jack Y 
 
We attacked from kick off and gained a throw on the left.  Tom took 
the throw, Dan cushion controlled it with his knee onto Josef’s Chest 
where it dropped and stuck to his foot like a magnet…  Actually, Tom 
took the throw at Dan who was running in, it hit his knee as he ran 
and shot straight at Josef’s chest, knocking him backwards, but 
luckily fell at his feet.  It sounds so much better the first way though! 
 
BRSJ broke down our right wing but a great last-ditch tackle from 
Tom forced a corner.  From their corner, Dan ran in and some nice 
tackling broke up the attack.  Rovers attacked again and this time it 
was Jordan with a strong challenge and Josef clearing the ball 
further down field.  Josef was again called into action and this time it 
was Zac who made the final clearance.  Rovers attacked again down 
the right and this time Tom made an excellent sliding tackle, which 
left the Rovers player needing treatment.  It was a fair tackle 
however.  Rovers then attacked down the left and our team ran 
across to that side.  That meant that when the ball came in, there 
were two unmarked attackers in the box.  The first one missed the 
ball and then Aaron dashed from his line and tackled to clear from 
the second one.   
 
Tom tried to break out of defence and was tackled.  They looked to 
be through three on one but Jordan stood firm and made the tackle.  
He passed to Josef and he passed on forwards to Max.  Max went 
past two players but couldn’t beat the third and it went out for a 
throw.  Zac then tackled the last Rovers defender on the halfway 
line, ran forwards with the ball, did a great rugby handoff to the other 
defender and shot, but it was just wide.  Josef took a great corner to 
Dan, he turned and hit it into the box, Rovers cleared the ball but 
only as far as Jack who was just outside the area and he returned it 
first time, high and hard but unfortunately just scraping the left of the 
post, to many “Ooooohhh’s” from the side.  Rovers then won a 
corner on the left, cut in with the ball and shot, but Aaron made a 
great save.   
 

HALF-TIME: BRSJ   0     FRYS   0 
 
Tom launched straight into a run down the left wing but was tackled 
for a throw down by their area.  Rovers then broke two on one 
against Jack but they over hit the ball and Jack nipped in to clear it.  
They attacked again down the left but Tom slid in and cleared it.  
Jordan then took a throw to Max.  He turned and ran down the wing 
but was challenged just as he was going to cross it.  A big kick by 
Aaron was brought down by the Rover’s tallest player.  He ran past 
Jack but Tom was on hand to stop him.  Tom cleared a great long 
ball to Sam.  He turned two players and bore down on goal but was 
just tackled as he neared the area.   
 
From a corner, Tom had a shot.  It was cleared as far as Sam and 
he shot but was deflected out again.  Tom ran with the ball out to the 
left and tried to get a cross in but was challenged.  Rovers then 
attacked down our right and crossed a hard ball in to the middle but 
Aaron was on hand to put the ball out for a corner.  Aaron won the 
ball and kicked out.  A Rovers player won it, ran left and then cut 
back right sending three defenders the wrong way and shot low and 
hard past the despairing dive of Aaron into the far right corner of the 
goal 1-0.   
 
From the kick off, Tom passed to Sam who ran forward then passed 
back to Tom.  He ran towards the area and shot but the ‘keeper 
pushed it wide.  From a throw to us, Dan took the ball on his chest 
and turned as it was falling, going past a defender in one swift move 
but he was tackled by the next defender.  It was a great turn on the 
chest though.  From a goal kick, Tom won the ball and went past two 
players before hitting a lovely ball forwards to Zac, however a 
Rovers defender just got a touch on the ball and deflected it out for a 
corner.  From the corner, Sam has three consecutive shots before 
Tom had a go.  It came to Max who turned past a defender and shot 
but the ‘keeper saved.  A Rovers attack is pushed onto the post by 
Aaron.  Jack got the rebound, passed to Tom and he passed to Zac 
but he was challenged for a throw.   
 

FULL-TIME: BRSJ   1     FRYS   0  
 

Man of the Match – Chosen by Ian Pike for excellent play 
and hard work all over the pitch – Tom Johnson 

 
The Green Team went next - The line up was: 
 

Jamie G 
 

James B     Oscar 
    

Sam P     Charlie     Sam K 
     

Joe    
 

Rolling Subs: Jack B & Mark 
 
Ethan was not available today so when the ref’ called for captains, 
Joe strolled forward and took the responsibility without being asked.  
Nice bit of opportunism!   
 



 

 

 

  

From the kick, we won a throw.  Joe received it and ran down the 
right wing before cutting in and having a shot but the ‘keeper made 
the save.  They then had a corner, which Sam K cleared.  Joe 
chased it as far as he could and ended up winning a throw by their 
corner.  Rovers attacked through their large attacker, past James 
and it took Oscar & Sam K to put him off to allow Jamie to make the 
save.  They attacked again and James made a strong tackle and 
Oscar cleared.  The ball came to Charlie and he beat a player before 
passing to Sam P.  He passed forwards to Joe but it was cut out.  
They attacked again and Oscar tackled. 
 
Rovers had a corner, which Jamie caught.  He decided to throw to 
James, but James lost it and Sam K had to tackle back strongly to 
clear the danger.  They got it again and this time Sam P stopped the 
ball with his legs.  With the danger still not cleared Joe got in and ran 
out with the ball.  Rovers soon picked up the ball again and ran 
through our defence, which decided to watch, Jamie stayed on his 
line and the ball was hit high into the net 1-0.  They attacked almost 
from the kick, through the defence 2-0.  We attacked and were 
rewarded with a handball.  Charlie shot but it was cleared, Sam shot 
twice and on the second attempt the ‘keeper put it out for a corner.   
 
There was a goalmouth scramble, which no one managed to clear 
and the last touch put it in our net 3-0.  Mark decided that, on his 
birthday, he was going to go for goal.  He broke out of defence, 
shrugging off two players, ran down the right past a defender and 
then cut inside the last defender.  The ‘keeper was off of his line 
quickly though and just got a hand to it before Mark.  A great run 
though!   
 

HALF-TIME: BRSJ   3     FRYS   0 
 
Both Joe and Jack went on a run together but it was cleared long.  
Mark was left facing the combined attack.  They passed it past him 
and shot early 4-0.  Rovers attacked again but James was on hand 
with a strong tackle and pass to Joe.  He went forward but his shot 
was wide.  Jack took the ball forwards, beat one player, then 
another, passed it inside to Joe who shot but the ‘keeper made the 
save.  Mark cleared a Rovers attack to Joe.  He passed inside to 
Jack who beat a player and passed it back and Joe’s shot was 
blocked by a defender for a corner.  Joe took the ensuing corner. 
 
Jack won it and turned a defender.  He was held back in the 
challenge and a penalty was awarded.  Joe stepped up to take it and 
shot to the ‘keeper’s right.  However, the ‘keeper guessed correctly 
and palmed it away.  Joe chased after it and won a corner.  The 
corner was cleared downfield where their big attacker held off Mark 
and shot past Jamie 5-0.  Jack got the ball, passed left to Joe who 
ran forward and had a shot/cross, which Jack just failed to get on the 
end of.  Rovers attacked again and this time the shot was saved by 
Jamie for a corner.  Jack got the ball and ran through three 
challenges before passing to Joe whose shot was just wide.   
 
Charlie kicked out to Sam K who ran past three players but was 
tackled for a corner.  Rovers attacked again and their big player hit 
an unstoppable shot 6-0.  Charlie received the ball in their box, 
stepped left then right but the shot was just wide.  They tried to 
break forward but Sam P slid in with a good challenge.  Charlie won 
the ball again, passed wide to Joe and he crossed back in.  Charlie 
got there just before the ‘keeper and side stepped him to leave an 
open goal 6-1.  Mark then hit a corner in to Joe.  He turned onto his 
left and hit the ball low past the ‘keeper 6-2. 
 

FULL-TIME: BRSJ   6     FRYS   2  
  

Man of the Match – Chosen by Dave Churches for a great 
display of good play on his full debut – Jack Burgoyne 

 
OVERALL RESULT: BRSJ  7   FRYS  2 

 

Afterthoughts………………………………………………… 
Not quite the result we were looking for as the Green 
Team seemed to be asleep for the first 30 minutes 
before waking up and showing that they can do it in the 
last ten.  The Yellow team however had played well from 
the start and really deserved to win the game.   

Jack Burgoyne was a worthy winner of the MOTM award 
as he slipped nicely into the team and it was good to see 
that he was passing the ball right from the start. 
 
Let’s hope it was just a blip and that we can get back on 
track this coming Sunday. 

 
U7’s – Appearances and Goals 

 
P = Played in the game 
M = Man of the Match 
G = Goals scored  
 P  M   G 
Aaron Sutton 16   2   
Callum Morris 1      
Charlie Glavin 11   2  1 
Daniel Churches 16   2   
Ethan Chilcott 14   2   
George Lewis 6      
Haydn Suffern 1      
Jack Burgoyne 2   1   
Jack Pegram 1      
Jack Yeoman 15   3  4 
James Baker 15   2   
James Moore 1      
Jamie Charles 10   2   
Jamie Godwin 15   3  1 
Jay Ashwell 1      
Joe Carreyett 16   3  12 
Jordan Harris 16   2  1 
Josef Hill 12   2   
Josh Batt 6   2   
Luke Andrews 13   2   
Mark Gratton 15   4  3 
Max Stevens 15   2  3 
Oscar Hutchings 14   3   
Sam Burgess 16   3  6 
Sam Kipling 14   3  1 
Sam Pike 15   2   
Tom Johnson 13   2   
Zac Hallett 16   3  6 
 

U7’s Fixtures and Results 
 

Nov   2 H Keynsham W  7-6 
 9 A Yate Utd L 2-12 
 16 H Portishead Jnrs L   1-7 
 23 H Bradley Stoke L   0-5 
 30 H Warmley L 1-10 
 

Mar   7 A Warmley L   1-3 
 14 A BRSJ L   2-7 
 21 A Keynsham Town  
 28 H AEK Boco  
 
 

Meeting on Sunday at 11.15am at the top of the drive, 
or if they want to, at the ground: 
 
Aaron, Joe, Tom, Mark, Jamie C, Zac, Max, Josef, 
Sam B & Dan – 11.30am. 
 
Jamie G, Luke, Oscar, Sam P, James B, Ethan, 
Jordan, Sam K, Josh, Charlie & Jack Y – 12.30pm. 
 
Andy’s Directions.  Leave Frys and turn right towards 
the High Street.  At the roundabout by St Johns 
Church turn right towards Bristol.  At the bottom of the 
hill, pass Keynsham Rugby on the right and the next 
entrance is Keynsham Football. 
 
THIS IS THE MUST WIN GAME OF THE SEASON.  WE 
DID IT AT OUR PLACE, LET’S DO IT AGAIN AT THEIR 
PLACE.  COME ON YOU REDS! 


